In this paper we describe our participation to the Hyperpartisan News Detection shared task at SemEval 2019. Motivated by the late arrival of Doris Martin, we test a previously developed document classification system which consists of a combination of clustering features implemented on top of some simple shallow local features. We show how leveraging distributional features obtained from large in-domain unlabeled data helps to easily and quickly develop a reasonably good performing system for detecting hyperpartisan news. The system and models generated for this task are publicly available.
Introduction
The definition of hyperpartisan according to the Hyperpartisan News Detection shared task at SemEval 2019 (Kiesel et al., 2019 ) is the following: "Given a news article text, decide whether it follows a hyperpartisan argumentation, i.e., whether it exhibits blind, prejudiced, or unreasoning allegiance to one party, faction, cause, or person". 1 Putting it simply, the task is, given a news article, to decide whether such document is hyperpartisan (true) or not (false). This task is related to the Stance Detection (Mohammad et al., 2016) and automatic detection of fake news (Pérez-Rosas et al., 2018) tasks, which are getting increasing attention within the Natural Language Processing community (Potthast et al., 2018) . In this sense, it could be the case that hyperpartisanism is conveyed by some elements of fake news within the article, usually with the objective of spreading propaganda and manipulate readers towards a particular stance on a specific topic.
The SemEval 2019 task 4 aims to address the problem of hyperpartisan news detection at docu-1 https://pan.webis.de/semeval19/ semeval19-web/index.html ment level, without trying to distinguish specific elements or indicators of hyperpartisanism in each article. Two sets of data were released to participants. The first part (bypublisher) is annotated at publisher level. This means that if a publisher is thought to be spreading hyperpartisan news, then all its articles are annotated as hyperpartisan. The bypublisher set contains 750K articles divided in 600K documents for training and a validation set of 150K documents. The second part (byarticle) has been annotated at article level via crowdsourcing and consists of 645 articles for training and 628 documents for the test. The test set is hidden in TIRA and it is used for the official evaluation scores of the task. It should be noted that, unlike the byarticle test set, the byarticle training set was not balanced (407 false vs 238 true).
We address this task using an existing document classification system, mostly due to the fact that we joined the task just a week before the final submission deadline. However, and despite the lack of time to implement specific features for the task, we obtained quite good results with a simple and very general feature set in which the most meaningful feature was the use of pre-trained clusters obtained from the English Wikipedia and the Gigaword 5th edition. Out of 42 participants, our official submission obtained 0.737 accuracy whereas the winner of the task scored 0.822.
In addition to our official participation, in this paper we also describe a second round of experiments performed after the official submission deadline. The objective was to establish whether using clusters trained on domain-specific data would improve the results with respect to those obtained by using clusters based on general domain text such as Wikipedia and Gigaword. As it turned out, this second round of experiments allowed us to considerably improve the results (0.761) with respect to our official scores in the task (0.737), confirming that training clusters on domain-specific data, although smaller, helps to address the hyperpartisan news detection task.
Methodology
We parsed the given data in XML format extracting the title and the document body for training. We experimented with the original corpus version and with a cleaned (HTML tags removed) and tokenized version. All the pre-processing was done using the IXA pipes tools (Agerri et al., 2014) .
Our system learns language independent models which consist of a set of local, shallow features complemented with semantic distributional features based on clusters obtained from a variety of out-of-domain and domain-specific data sources. We show that our approach, despite the lack of hand-engineered, language-and task-specific features, obtains competitive results in the hyperpartisan news detection task.
For the official results we trained only on the byarticle training set. The best settings of our system were chosen via 5-fold cross validation. The chosen models and software were uploaded to TIRA to annotate and evaluate the test data. For the official runs, we used pretrained clusters from the Wikipedia and the English Gigaword, as described by Agerri and Rigau (2016) .
For the second round of experiments, we used the large bypublisher data set and a Fake News Kaggle set 2 in order to train clusters. The motivation was to test whether using data sources closer to the task domain, as opposed to using general text data from Wikipedia and Gigaword, helped to obtained better word representations for this task.
The system consists of: (i) Local, shallow features based mostly on orthographic, word shape and n-gram features plus their context; (ii) three types of simple clustering features, based on unigram matching; (iii) publicly available gazetteers, such as sentiment lexicons. Specifically, ixa-pipedoc implements, on top of the local features, a combination of word representation features: (i) Brown (1992) clusters, taking the 4th, 8th, 12th and 20th node in the path; (ii) Clark (2003) clusters and, (iii) Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) clusters, based on K-means applied over the extracted word vectors using the skip-gram algorithm. The implementation of the clustering features looks for the cluster class of the incoming token in one or more of the clustering lexicons induced following the three methods listed above. If found, then we add the class as feature. The Brown clusters only apply to the token related features, which are duplicated.
ixa-pipe-doc, as a component of IXA pipes, includes a simple method to combine various types of clustering features induced over different data sources or corpora. This method has already obtained state of the art results in several tasks such as newswire Named Entity Recognition (Agerri and Rigau, 2016) and Opinion Target Extraction (Agerri and Rigau, 2019) , both in out-of-domain and in-domain evaluations.
Clusters of words provide denser document representations. Although still a one-hot vector representation, the dimensions of the representation gets reduced to the number of clustering classes used. This is done by mapping the words in the document to the words in each of the clustering lexicons thereby obtaining a denser representations than the traditional one-hot representation based bag of words (Turian et al., 2010) .
Finally, ixa-pipe-doc learns supervised models via the Maxent algorithm (Ratnaparkhi, 1999) . To avoid duplication of efforts, the system uses the Apache OpenNLP project implementation of Maxent 3 customized with the features described in this section.
Experiments
We train ixa-pipe-doc with the default parameters, performing 100 iterations with a 5 count cutoff. We only tested three types of local features which were already implemented in the system: the current token, the character ngrams of each token (2:6 range) and word prefixes (0-4 characters of each token). Due to our late arrival to the task, we combined the best local features with our pre-trained clusters from Wikipedia and Gigaword for the official results described in section 4.1. For the second round of experiments of section 4.2, we used the clusters trained using the bypublisher and Fake News datasets. The number of clusters trained with each algorithm and data source was the following: 100-800 clusters using the Clark and Word2vec methods, and 1000 classes with the Brown algorithm. The best combination of features were obtained by performing every possible permutation between them in a 5-fold cross validation setting using the byarticle training data.
Official Results
Table 1 provides the 5-fold cross validation results used to choose the two best runs that we submitted for testing on TIRA. As it can be seen, the performance for the true and the false classes greatly differ. This could be due to the unbalanced nature of the byarticle training set or because classifying articles that are hyperpartisan is actually more difficult.
The official results obtained by our system are shown in Table 2 . These results show that the main weakness of the system is its lower recall. The local features used usually obtain high precision and lower recall whereas the clustering features reduce sparsity thereby improving the recall. The exception was the Brown clusters, which were detrimental to performance. This is consistent with previous experiments using clusters trained in out-ofdomain data (Agerri and Rigau, 2019) . Finally, although TIRA did not show the results per class (true or false) we believe that our system reproduced, for the official test data, the behaviour observed in the cross validation experiments. Therefore, our results seem to indicate that the data used in our pre-trained clusters, Wikipedia and Gigaword, does not allow us to create good word representations for the hyperpartisan news data. Still, it can be said that our official results were promising, obtaining 0.737 versus the 0.822 accuracy of the best system. 5
Second Round
This second round of experiments consisted of replacing the out-of-domain cluster lexicons from Wikipedia and Gigaword with those trained on the bypublisher and Fake News data. These are the "local + clusters" models in on the byarticle training set in order to choose the best models for testing.
Furthermore, Table 3 reports the results of three additional experiments: (1) adding three polarity lexicons to the local + clusters model; (2) removing the current token feature from the local feature set (local-token + clusters) and, (3) adding the three polarity lexicons to experiment (2). The motivation of removing the current token feature was to see if that helped the system to generalize better over unseen words. The features based on polarity add a polarity value (positive or negative) if a word in training or testing gets matched in one of the three polarity lexicons used. More specifically, we used three different lexicons (Hu and Liu, 2004; Riloff and Wiebe, 2003; Mohammad et al., 2009) , resulting in three different features for each token. As in the previous section, in this phase we realized that our system consistently performs much better, for every experiment, for the "false" class. Experimenting with a balanced training set is left for future work.
As we expected, using domain-specific clustering-based word representations substantially improved the recall results, which in turn led to substantial improvements in terms of accuracy and F1 score. This improvements are reflected also on the evaluation on the test data hidden in TIRA. Thus, Table 4 reports considerable gains obtained by using clustering features in terms of recall with respect to the model based on local features only. The final reported score is 0.761 in accuracy, still lower than the top score in the task (0.822), but a significant result obtained by the simple method of providing better word representations (closer to the task domain) based on clustering. The improvements of this second round of experiments are larger in terms of F1 score, which goes up to 0.774, closer to the winner's F1 score of 0.809.
Most importantly, our experiments show that our system, even though generic, simple and lacking task-specific features, allows to easily obtain competitive results for a document classification task such as hyperpartisan news detection.
Concluding Remarks
This paper describes our first experiments on the Hyperpartisan News Detection task organized at SemEval 2019 (Kiesel et al., 2019) . We aim to improve our work in the task by using other techniques such as denser word representations based on continuous vectors (word embeddings) and deep learning architectures for document classification. We would also like to investigate the relation with other tasks such as Stance Detection (Mohammad et al., 2016) and automatic detection of fake news (Pérez-Rosas et al., 2018) . The system and models can be found in https:// github.com/ixa-ehu/ixa-pipe-doc.
